
The English “Alphabet” 

LEVEL: Intermediate / Advanced 

TIME: 15-20 min 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: Phonetics / Phonology  

SKILLS: Literacy, Phonemic Awareness, Social Roles 

MATERIALS: Worksheets with English Alphabet, w/Phonemes, Examples of English Phrases in IPA. 

(Optional: IPA Worksheets in the native languages of the students) (Audio recordings of tongue twisters 

and phonemes) 

GOAL:  Students will know what to look for when working through accent reduction and phonemic 

competence and performance. 

STUDENTS WILL: Explore phonic education of American Children to learn both about cultural 

upbringings and the importance of phonemic work when learning a new language and culture.  

PROCEDURE:  

 The students will be introduced to materials designed for children such as nursery rhymes and 

tongue twisters. After explaining that children learn sounds before anything else, the students will 

be asked if they know any tongue twisters or rhymes from their own country. 

 We will then explore the context of positive reinforcement and interactive musical games that are 

taught to children, for example “Baby Shark.” Making note that this is just one style of teaching, I 

will then redirect the class to consider how sound and letter correlation is so important in language 

education that it can be viral and popular, yet in American adult educational systems it is not 

usually integrated until later. 

 The students will then be introduced to the International Phonetic Alphabet and the concept of 

sounds independent of letters, i.e. Phonemes. 

 The students will be introduced to 1-2 English tongue twisters/Nursery Rhymes (written out and in 

IPA) and then given 2-3 other examples to write out in IPA. They will be provided with a “sound” 

bank of symbols for each example and then they will be asked to return to class with this 

transcribed. Provide relevant materials. Note that certain phrases may be too complex or too easy. 

Possible variety and pick two. 

 This homework exercise will be repeated and varied so as to cover all the English sounds and help 

create consistency in recognizing sound patterns and phonemic awareness. 

 Extra Credit Assignment given for students who provide examples of original language tongue 

twisters and nursery rhymes. 

Possible Topic Inclusions: Discussing the difference between English Letters and Phonemes, how 

that changes across the different English dialects, and showing examples of other languages in 

how they write out their language (Korean, Russian, Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese, Spanish, 

Languages of the classroom) Discussing words borrowed from other languages and how that 

effects pronunciation. 

 


